W

elcome to the new Saskatoon Tree Tour – a
guide to impressive examples of species growing in our city. We hope that bringing you to these
special individual trees will increase your knowledge
and appreciation of our urban forest as a whole. This
edition revises SOS Elms’ 2004 booklet. Tree sites are
numbered and mapped on pages 16-17. Note that most
of them are in or near the Nutana district, which makes
it easier to tour by bicycle or on foot.
In July 2014 we invited the public to nominate trees for
possible inclusion in this update, and we got an excellent response. This guide includes 24 individual trees
with fine examples of the basic stalwarts such as
American Elm, Manitoba Maple and Colorado Blue
Spruce. It also has unique and unusual trees such as
Ohio Buckeye, Douglas-fir, Amur Corktree and Black
Walnut. While the tour doesn’t necessarily feature the
best examples of each particular species, it does show
you an impressive array of trees in a fairly compact,
manageable route. Chances are you will see tree species
you have never heard of before and perhaps pick up
some ideas for new trees to try in your own yard.
Five “tree destination sites” in Saskatoon are included:
Woodlawn Cemetery, Patterson Garden Arboretum,
University Campus, Forestry Farm, and Richard St.
Barbe Baker Park. These sites need more time to visit
and explore as compared to the individual tree sites.
Enjoy your tour!

(704 - 9th Avenue North)

A

Rowan tree (Sorbus aucuparia) as big and old as this
specimen is rare in Saskatoon. High up you will see a
cable has been added to support heavy leaning stems of this
beloved tree. Native to Europe, the Rowan was introduced as
an ornamental species in North America where it has naturalized very successfully. The ripening of the brilliant red
berries of the Rowan provides a colourful display that starts
in late summer and persists into the winter. The berries attract hungry birds such as robins, jays, and waxwings. The
Rowan, also known as the European Mountain Ash, is similar
to the American Mountain Ash (Sorbus americana) which is
native to eastern North America and has been planted here
as an ornamental. Contrary to what the name suggests, both
are not ash trees, but are in the rose family along with crab
apples and cherries.
In Europe the fruit of the Rowan has been used to make preserves, wine, and as a flavouring in beer and liqueurs. The
Rowan is the topic of many legends. For example, in Nordic
myth the god Thor is saved from drowning by grasping a
riverside Rowan tree. Believed to have powers against malevolent spirits, in Britain it was customary to plant a Rowan
in front of every home to protect the inhabitants.

(1302 Osler Street)

(848 Saskatchewan Crescent East)
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This tree has been appreciated from Europe to North America for its many attributes. The inner bark has long interwoven fibres that peel easily and were used by aboriginal
people to make rope, thread, mats, and even clothing. The
thicker fibres were used to make snowshoes and fishing nets.
Its soft wood allowed for easy carving and shaping of masks
and sculptures. When boiled or crushed, the bark, leaves
and stems provided poultices and teas for many ailments.

The Manitoba Maple is native to North America and has been
introduced and has naturalized in Europe, China and Australia. Here in Saskatchewan it once was popular for planting
on streets and in parks. The red stained grain of the wood
makes it desired by woodworkers for producing beautiful
turned bowls. Native people of western North America used
Manitoba Maple for multiple purposes, including tools,
medicines, ceremonial objects, incense, food, and even
flutes. They made syrup from the sap, which is still done
today by First Nations people in Saskatchewan.

wo lovely American Lindens (Tilia americana) grace this
yard. Also known as Basswood, this species is native to
Canada, growing as far west as Manitoba. It has heart
shaped leaves and paired nut-like fruits that hang from an
elongated leaf-like structure. The cream-coloured midsummer flowers produce a sweet fragrance that lasts for a few
weeks until they are fertilized. The nectar from the flowers
is a very important source of food for flying insects such as
honeybees and butterflies.

Several other types of linden are found throughout the city.
Often they can be
recognized from a
distance by their
pyramidal
form.
They make good
ornamental trees
for street plantings
and landscapes as
they have few insect and disease
problems.

his Manitoba Maple or Box-elder (Acer negundo) is amazing with its phenomenal lateral branches that extend
over most of the Inn’s front yard. It is a fine example of the
natural form that trees can develop if left to their own devices, albeit with some support for long low limbs! Saskatoon
has other really unique character Manitoba Maples like this
one. Tough and rugged, they are like cantankerous old pioneers of our city.

(519 10th Street East)

S

cots Pine (Pinus sylvestris) is native to Europe and Asia. It
once covered much of the Scottish Highlands, but overcutting for timber and overgrazing by sheep and deer over
the past few hundred
years decimated this once
great pine and birch forest. The most widely distributed pine tree in the
world, it was introduced to
North America as early as
1600. The wood is used for
pulp and sawn timber
products. Scots Pines are
also planted as ornamentals, for erosion control
and for Christmas trees.
Easily recognized by the
peeling bark that reveals
an attractive orange inner
layer, the Scots Pine is
pyramidal when young,
becoming round topped and irregular with age.

(521 10th Street East)

T

his specimen is probably a
cross between a Swamp
White Oak (Quercus bicolour) and
a White Oak (Quercus alba).
Those species are native to the
northeastern US and southeastern Canada, and neither is hardy
in our climate. Therefore, it is
surprising that this tree is large
and healthy. It often retains its
leaves throughout late fall and
well into winter, which is a characteristic of the Swamp White Oak.

(231 - 8th Street East)

T

his Plains Cottonwood (Populus deltoides) is one of the
largest trees in the city. Its diameter is over 5 feet at
4.5 feet above ground level. Native to the flood plain zones
of prairie rivers, the Plains Cottonwood extends as far north
as the Cumberland Delta. The source of its common name is
apparent in early summer when huge amounts of its fluffy,
cotton-like seeds cover the ground like snow. This is one of
the reasons these trees are no longer planted in the city.
They also grow much too large for urban spaces and have far
reaching root systems.
Cottonwoods are extremely fast
growing and often short lived; however some like this specimen can live to be over 100 years of age.
The cottonwood
is a true sentinel of southern
Saskatchewan.
Solitary trees or
groves can be
seen from afar.
The
pioneers
were
always
glad to see these
grand sentinels
on the vast prairie, as they provided wood and
shade to weary
travellers. They
were planted along fields and on homestead sites to rapidly
provide shelter from the wind and sun. First Nations people
used the inner bark which contains salicin as an antirheumatic drug, and as a disinfectant and antiseptic. Wildlife
find homes in the hollows and cavities of trunks, and deer
browse their branches. Beaver appreciate their close vicinity to water and use the young trees as a food source and for
dam building.

(333 Saskatchewan Crescent West)

T

his Common Hackberry (Celtis occidentalis) is a member
of the elm family rarely seen in Saskatoon. It has become a popular alternative to the American Elm in communities where the once ubiquitous American Elm has been
wiped out by Dutch Elm Disease. The hackberry is immune
to that disease, and is well suited to urban environments
because it is hardy and adaptable to a wide range of conditions. However, it seems to grow very slowly in our region,
which is probably why few have been planted in Saskatoon.
Hackberry is native to the Great Lakes–St. Lawrence Forest
Region of eastern Canada and the south shore of Lake Manitoba. In the US it occurs from the northeastern states to the
Great Plains. The Common Hackberry is easily distinguished
from elms by its cork-like bark with wart-like protuberances.
The sweet, nutritious fruits of the hackberry are eaten by
small mammals and birds. The wood is heavy but soft, and
has little commercial value.

(across from 216 Saskatchewan Crescent West)

T

he Norway Spruce (Picea abies) is one of the most widely
planted spruces, both in and outside of its native range
of Europe. Less common in Saskatoon than other spruces, it
is popular in southeastern Canada and in the USA. Widely
grown for Christmas trees, it has very unusual secondary
branches that hang down like drooping tinsel, and its cones
are also long and pendulous. The famous Christmas tree
erected every year at the Rockefeller Center in New York is a
very tall Norway Spruce decorated with 45,000 multicoloured LED lights.
The Norway Spruce is used in forestry for timber and paper
production. It is the source of spruce beer, which was once
used to prevent and even cure scurvy, as it is a good source
of vitamin C. Its shoot
tips have been used in
the traditional Austrian medicine internally (as syrup or tea)
and externally (as
baths, for inhalation,
as ointments, as resin
application or as tea)
for treatment of various disorders and
infections.

(between 214 and 216 Poplar Crescent)

I

n 2003 this stately American Elm (Ulmus americana)
won an SOS Elms contest to
find the largest elm in Saskatoon.
Later a challenger
emerged: official City records
showed that the largest elm
was at 727 Temperance Street.
Both are magnificent specimens, regardless of which is
actually the biggest. Both are
about 100 years old, typical of
the elms on our oldest residential streets. Like all American Elms, they can live to the
age of 300 years or more. Unfortunately, all are also at risk
of being killed by Dutch Elm
Disease.
For more on Elms,
Dutch Elm Disease, and
its control, see Page 32.

(214 Poplar Crescent)

C

lose by the Elm Centurion is a much
smaller tree, the Butternut (Juglans cinerea). Native to eastern Canada and northeastern US, it has an edible nut that is high in
omega-3 fatty acids, an important food for
wildlife and humans. Butternut wood is cherished for fine furnishings, panelling, carving
and turning. Its bark, roots, nut oil and husks
have medicinal qualities for treating a range
of problems from arthritis to high cholesterol.

(411 Glasgow Street)

T

hroughout history the oak has been a symbol of
strength and durability. With attributes like a long taproot for stability, a stout trunk with graceful spreading
branches, and its high quality wood, it is often referred to as
the “King of Trees”.

There are about 600 species of oak worldwide, but only 11
are indigenous to Canada. The only one that excels in our
prairie climate is the Bur Oak (Quercus macrocarpa), which
extends from southeast Saskatchewan to New Brunswick and
south to the Gulf of Mexico. You can easily identify the Bur
Oak by its distinctly lobed leaves. Look for the acorns that
are the largest of all native oaks, which are a favourite food
of squirrels and other wildlife. The name comes from the
fuzzy bur-like fringe on the cup or cap that encloses the
acorn. Bur Oak is tolerant of city conditions and is a great
choice for parks and streets where there is room for a large
tree.

(819 Wilson Crescent)

T

his beautiful tree might be one of the largest Silver
Maples (Acer saccharinum) in the city. It has a leaf that
is deeply lobed, more like a “Canadian” maple leaf than that
of our native Manitoba Maple. When it’s windy, you can see
the silvery, shimmering underside of its leaves that give the
tree its name. The autumn colour is less pronounced than in
many maples, generally ending up a pale yellow, although
some specimens can produce a more brilliant yellow.
Younger trees have a distinctive smooth light-grey bark. As
they mature, the bark becomes rough with long ridges. The
flowers are in dense clusters, produced before the leaves in
early spring, with the seeds maturing in early summer.
The Silver Maple is found on wet sites in mixed and deciduous forests throughout eastern North America, where
growth is rapid and it can live to 130 years or more. It produces a sweet sap which is not used for commercial syrup
because its sugar content is lower than in other maple species. Although only marginally hardy on the prairies, these
maples continue to be successfully planted and are enjoyed
as large ornamental shade trees.

(2628 Munroe Ave)

T

he Siberian Fir (Abies sibirica) is an extremely hardy
spire-shaped evergreen. Very resistant to frost, it can
survive temperatures of -50 C, which makes it one of the
most cold hardy trees known. It has dark green foliage yearround with needles that are soft, flattened, and strongly aromatic. Native to Russia, Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan, Mongolia,
and China, it occurs from near sea level to 2,000 metres in
the mountains.
Atmospheric pollution severely affects Siberian Fir and
stands of such trees can be used to gauge the level of pollution in a given area. There are many therapeutic properties
associated with Siberian Fir including anti-fungicidals and
anti-bacterials. It also
has an antiseptic used
for flu and colds. Essential oils come from the
needles as well as the
cones, twigs and roots.

(1306 Cascade Street)

T

he Ohio Buckeye (Aesculus glabra) makes a wonderful
shade tree with its dense rounded canopy that often
spreads as wide as it is high. This tree gets its name from its
green prickly fruit that encloses a dark glossy seed with a
light circular patch that looks like a “buck’s eye”. Considered
to be poisonous to humans, the nuts are relished by squirrels. Native Americans boiled the nuts to remove the toxins
before eating.
The Ohio Buckeye
has showy white
upright
flowers
that appear in
early spring, and
its distinctive palmate compound
leaves have 5 oblong leaflets, resembling an outstretched hand.
Its foliage turns a
beautiful orange
in the fall. Related
to the European
Horse-chestnut (Aesculus hippoccastanum), it occurs naturally
in only one place in Canada – Walpole Island in southern
Ontario. Not surprisingly, it is the state tree of Ohio. It is so
popular there that sweet treats, sports teams, companies,
and even the citizens of the state are named after the buckeye.
The scientific name Aesculus relates to Aesculapius, the
mythological Greek god of medicine and the alleged healing
power of the buckeye nut. It is believed to cure rheumatism,
and to bring wisdom and good luck.

(2301 Haultain Avenue)

V

ery rare in Saskatoon, the Amur Corktree (Phellodendron
amurense) is native to eastern Asia. It gets its name
from its bark which is uniquely ridged and slightly spongy or
corky to the touch. It is used in traditional medicine in
China, India and Japan and has a unique bright neon yellow
inner layer. Its bark should not be confused with cork for
wine bottle stoppers and other uses which comes from the
bark of the Cork Oak (Quercus suber), an evergreen oak native
to southwest Europe and northwest Africa.
The Amur Corktree was introduced to North America as an
ornamental shade tree in 1856. Male and female plants are
separate (dioecious) and each bears hanging panicles of yellowish-green flowers from May through June. It tolerates
drought and a wide range of soil conditions, and produces an
abundance of fruit. Those attributes have caused it to be
considered invasive and in need of control in some northeastern US states. In our climate it is borderline hardy and
not likely to cause that sort of problem.

(2210 McKinnon Avenue)

G

reen Ash (Fraxinus pennsylvanica) is native to Saskatchewan and became popular as a street tree when the
threat of Dutch Elm Disease led to diversified planting of
species other than American Elms. A bit shy in showing its
foliage, it is one of the last trees to leaf out in the spring, and
one of the first to lose its leaves in the fall. That helps to explain its tough, hardy, drought-tolerant nature and its ability
to survive Saskatchewan winters. Ash was used by the Cree
to make bows and snowshoes. Later it became popular for
tennis rackets, hockey sticks, lacrosse rackets, and furniture.
The ash was believed to be a tree of protection and healing in
Viking mythology. A Nordic legend considered it to be the
“Tree of Life”, linking earth with heaven and hell. An old
English rhyme said it could bring good luck:
“Even ash, I do thee pluck,
Hoping thus to meet good luck,
If no good luck I get from thee,
I’ll wish I’d left you on the tree.”

(2126 Munroe Avenue)

A

mong the other trees at this address, look for the Swiss
Stone Pine (Pinus cembra), with its soft, fine-textured
needles in bundles of five and violet-coloured cones. Unlike
other pines, the Swiss Stone Pine retains its branches and
needles which remain dense and thick right down to the
ground through most of its life. It is unfortunate this tree is
seldom seen in Saskatoon because it is a fine landscape component and it does well in our climate. However, it has a
reputation for being very slow growing, and does not transplant well as a large tree. But good things are worth the wait
and this tree is a true beauty.
Native to the mountains of central Europe, it is well known
for its high quality wood and edible “pine nuts”. The sweet
earthy scent of Swiss Stone Pine has long been known to
have positive effects on human
well-being. This
restorative quality
has made its wood
popular as furniture and panelling
in homes, and in
aromatherapy.

(801 2nd Street East)

T

his Siberian Silver Willow (Salix alba ‘Sericea’) is a magnificent specimen with its unique colour and grand size.
There are a number of these large beauties gracing residential properties throughout the city. The owner says this one
was planted in 1955. Also called the White Willow, it is native

to central and southern Europe and was brought to North
America by settlers in the 1700s. This dense billowy tree has
blue-grey or green-grey foliage. It is fast growing and therefore also weak wooded. A windy day can often leave twigs
and branches littering the yard.
The ancients of Europe and China knew that White Willow
bark could ease aches and pains and reduce fevers. The
bark, leaves, and shoots are often used as medicine, even
today. The active extract of the bark, called salicin, was isolated to its crystalline form in 1828. Acetylsalicylic acid
(ASA) or aspirin is a chemical derivative of salicin. Aspirin is
one of the most widely used medications in the world.

(1024 7th Street East)

T

his Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii), located on the
right side of the driveway as viewed from the street,
represents one of the most surprising species growing in
Saskatoon. Native to the Rocky Mountains and the west coast
of North America, Douglas-fir can grow to be almost 100 metres tall and survive for over 1,000 years. The bark of old
mature trees can be up to 60 cm thick. It is not a true fir, so
its common name is often hyphenated. Its cones provide a
curious identifying feature that delights children. Sticking
out from between the cone scales there are bracts that look
like mouse tails and feet.
If cones are available, look
for the mice!
Due to its strength and
availability in large dimensions from old-growth
forests, Douglas-fir is one
of the finest timbers for
heavy structural purposes,
including
laminated
arches and roof trusses.
Long used for ship and
boat construction, the
wood is also used to produce a wide variety of
products including plywood, flooring, furniture,
and millwork.

(203 Lake Crescent)

I

n Saskatoon the Norway Maple (Acer platanoides) is rare
because few are able to survive our winters, unless well
sheltered as this one is between the houses. It is often confused with our native Sugar Maple (Acer saccharum), but the
two can be distinguished by their leaves, and by their sap,
which is milky for the Norway Maple vs. clear for the Sugar
Maple. Canadians were shocked and disappointed when the
Bank of Canada came out with new polymer notes in 2013.
They were imprinted with the “wrong” maple leaf – the Norway Maple - instead of the Sugar Maple, symbol of all things
Canadian!
In the 18th century
the Norway Maple
of northern Europe
was introduced to
North America and
widely planted as a
street tree. It is
tolerant of many
urban
conditions
such as salt, compacted soil and
drought. During the
1950s-60s, it became popular as a
street tree due to
the large-scale loss
of American Elms
from Dutch Elm
Disease. Unfortunately, in areas where it is hardy the Norway Maple is now
considered an invasive species. Because it is so tolerant of
shade and creates its own dense canopy, it often displaces
native trees, shrubs and herbaceous understory plants.

(1708 14th Street East)

T

he Colorado Blue Spruce (Picea pungens) is a popular and
distinct part of our urban forest. The Latin term pungens means sharp-pointed, in reference to this tree’s extremely sharp needles. Native to a relatively small region in
the Rockies, extending from Colorado to Wyoming, this
spruce has been widely introduced far beyond its native
range. It is a columnar or conical evergreen conifer with
densely growing horizontal branches.
Seed-propagated Colorado Blue Spruce that is sold in the
nursery trade as “blue” may range in color from bluish to
greenish. In most respects the blueness is in the eye of the
observer. The bluish color is due to the presence of epicuticular waxes on the needles that reflect specific wavelengths of light –
the more wax, the
more blue. This
wax is produced
during the needle
expansion phase in
spring and into
early summer, but
may erode due to
wind and exposure
to other environmental factors with
age, leading to a
wide variation in
blueness.

(In the shelter-belt across from 2012 -14th St E)

U

nlike this specimen, the Lodgepole Pine (Pinus contorta
var. latifolia) usually grows very tall and straight. This
one is wide and crooked probably because it gets more light
and open space than in its normal habitat of closed forest.
Native to the Cypress Hills of Saskatchewan, it is common in
the Rocky Mountains and is the provincial tree of Alberta.
Its Latin name contorta comes from the spiral twist of its needles.
The typical pole-like form was the reason it was used by First
Nations people to make teepees and lodges; hence the name
“lodge” pole. Today the wood is still used for poles, posts and
rustic furniture, but also milled into lumber, plywood and
panelling.
Lodgepole Pine is one of the first trees to colonize after a
fire. Their cones require fire to release the seeds. When suitable growing conditions arise after a fire, the seeds germinate and the forest regenerates. In this way fire is sometimes a vital and natural part of maintaining forest ecosystems.
This tree is very adaptable and can grow in wet boggy sites
as well as in drier
sandy conditions.
Unfortunately the
older trees are susceptible to Mountain Pine Beetles,
which have devastated many forests
throughout western regions of US
and Canada.

(751 Whitewood Court)

T

he Sugar Maple (Acer saccharum) is Canada’s national
tree, with its iconic leaf stylized on our flag. The sugar
maple is famous for its brilliant yellow to red fall colours.
Unfortunately, it is not cold hardy in our region, and therefore it is rarely planted here. Native to southeastern Canada
and northeastern United States, the Sugar Maple is best
known for its sweet sap with high sugar content. It is ideal
for the production of maple syrup, a skill learned by European settlers from our indigenous peoples. It takes 40 litres
of sap to make 1 litre of syrup!
The Sugar Maple is also prized for furniture, flooring, bowling alleys, bowling pins, basketball courts, baseball bats, musical instruments, archery bows, pool cues and skateboard
decks. Unfortunately, human influences, especially pollution
- from acid rain, soil acidification, and road salt - have contributed to the decline of the Sugar Maple in many regions.

(402 Spruce Drive)

C

heck out the light, airy compound leaves on this Black
Walnut (Juglans nigra). Native to eastern North America,
in recent years it has occasionally been planted here as a
street and yard tree, even though it is out of its hardiness
range. Black Walnut is one of the most coveted of hardwoods. The straight-grained wood is used for fine furniture,
veneer, and specialty products like gun stocks. The fruit
provides food for both wildlife and humans. Black Walnut
nuts are not those available commercially in grocery stores.
Those come from the English Walnut (Juglans regia).

Walnut trees produce a natural herbicide, juglone, in the
roots and to some extent in the leaves, bark, and wood.
Other plants growing within the root zone of the tree may be
injured or killed, but not all plants are sensitive to juglone.
The hull of the nut of black walnut is used to make a medicine for treating parasitic worms and other infections.

(NW of Warman Road & 33rd St E.)

W

oodlawn Cemetery is a beautiful 94 acre expanse of classic gravestones and memorials, enhanced by some 2000
stately mature American Elm (Ulmus americana) and spruce
trees. Begun as a Roman Catholic cemetery in 1905, it has been
owned and managed by the City of Saskatoon since 1918 and has
become an inclusive multicultural resting place for the dead.
Next-of-Kin Memorial Avenue was started in 1923 when elms
were planted on either side of the avenue leading into the
Cemetery. A memorial to honour Saskatoon soldiers who died
in the First World War, it was conceived and undertaken by local women of the IODE (Imperial Order Daughters of the Empire)
who declared that “A tree is a living memorial often more enduring
than marble or bronze; a tree is a thing of beauty and of inspiration - a
living token of the wonder and glory of nature - a symbol of service for the life of a tree is a life of service…”

To date over 1200 trees in Woodlawn have been planted and
dedicated to veterans of all wars. Similar memorials using
American Elms as "Roads to Remembrance" were established
across Canada. However, Dutch Elm Disease, urban development, and other factors led to their demise everywhere but in
Saskatoon. For this reason Next-of-Kin Memorial Avenue was
designated as a National Historic Site in 1993.

(Southeast of College Drive and Preston Avenue)

P

atterson Garden Arboretum was named in honour of Dr. C.
F. Patterson, a pioneer horticulturist and former head of
the University of Saskatchewan’s Horticulture Department. The
Arboretum was established in 1966 and contains over 700 trees,
shrubs and woody vines, including rare species and historic
cultivars. Specimens are labelled with common and scientific
names, date of planting and native origin. An excellent place to
learn the hardy plants of the region, the site is also a pleasant
place for a stroll, photography, and bird watching. To enter the
Arboretum, travelling north on Preston Avenue turn right on
the gravel road just after the Arboretum sign. Parking is available on site.
A Scarlet Oak (Quercus coccinea) that was planted in 1966 has
endured the prairie climate to grace each autumn with bright
red leaves. Smooth grey bark and leaves with pointed lobe tips
distinguish it as being from the “red oak” group of oaks. Scarlet
Oak is native to the eastern United States and there are only a
few specimens growing in the Prairie Provinces. More recently
planted oaks in the Arboretum include Swamp White Oak
(Quercus bicolor) and Daimyo Oak (Quercus dentata). Another
notable tree in the Arboretum is the Dragon Spruce (Picea asperata) which grows in the southwest section of the arboretum
among many other coniferous species. This tree is stout and
wide-spreading, with prickly needles and large cones. Dragon
Spruce is a very rare tree in its native habitat in western China
and is listed as a vulnerable on the ICUN Red List of Threatened
Species.
A row of hawthorns and vine trellises includes an old Black
Hawthorn, with colourful bark in peeling strips and velvety
leaves. Even though hawthorns often have showy flowers and
tasty fruit they are rarely planted by homeowners. Some of the
interesting young trees scattered throughout the Arboretum
include Kentucky Coffeetree (Gymnocladus dioicus), with its huge
bipinnate leaves; Chinese Wingnut (Pterocarya stenoptera), a walnut relative; and Chinese Catalpa (Catalpa ovata), a largeleaved tree with orchid-like
flowers and long, narrow seed
pods.
Alan Weninger, Dept. of Plant Sciences, University of Saskatchewan

(East of the South Saskatchewan River, north of College Drive)

T

he University of Saskatchewan campus is often referred to
as one of the most beautiful in Canada. Its cohesive architecture, with buildings covered in Tyndall stone and native
limestone, is usually what comes to mind. However, it is the
landscaping of the campus that is truly special, and has been
important to its design since the university was established in
1907. Much of the beautiful plantings and unique trees on the
campus today must be attributed to the innovation, perseverance and foresight of Dieter Martin, Grounds Supervisor on the
campus from 1957–1976.
Stately American Elms and Scots Pine are staples on the campus
proper. Bur Oak, Silver Maple, Green and Mancana Ash trees,
and rare pines are scattered throughout the campus landscape.
Ornamental crabapples burst forth with bright pink and white
blossoms each spring. Unique specimens of Amur and Ginnala
Maples provide rich red colour in fall. Winter is cheered with
Balsam Firs near the John Mitchell Building, tall elegant SubAlpine Firs between the Agriculture and Ag. Canada buildings,
stately Colorado Spruce on the drive to the President’s residence, and possibly the city's largest Ponderosa Pine in a grouping of Scots Pine directly west of the Veterinary Medicine building.
Recent additions include a fruit garden located south of the
Agriculture Building, composed of sour cherry, haskap, grape,
hazelnut and apple releases from the U. of S. fruit breeding program. A centennial garden was planted in 2012 between Qu’Appelle Hall and Saskatchewan Hall. It consists of a variety of sedums, ninebark, ornamental grasses and shrubs adapted to dryland conditions. As the campus evolves, so does the landscape.
Jackie Bantle, Dept. of Plant Sciences, University of Saskatchewan

I

nnovation Place, established in 1980, is an 80 acre research
park adjacent to the northeast part of the campus. Its central
area boasts an amazing array of unusual trees and other plants
growing in a spectacular setting of water features, sculptures, a
Karesansui style dry garden, and picnic areas. A Ginkgo (Ginkgo
biloba), one of the rarest trees in Saskatoon, is nestled into a
sheltered spot beside the southeast entrance
to The Galleria at 15 Innovation Blvd. A living
fossil from China, the species dates back some
270 million years. For information and tours
please call the Innovation Place grounds department at 306-933-8401.

S

askatoon can claim its own tree hero,
Richard St. Barbe Baker O.B.E. (18891982), a pioneer conservationist who devoted
his life to planting and protecting trees
throughout the world. Born in England, in
1909 he homesteaded very near to the present Beaver Creek Conservation Area, and
attended the University of Saskatchewan,
graduating in 1913. Seeing the impact of land clearing by farming and logging in Saskatchewan, he resolved to study forestry.
A Cambridge forestry diploma took him to Kenya. Seeing more
forest depletion, he engaged the indigenous Kikuyu in a tree
planting movement called “Men of the Trees.” A charismatic
leader, he went on to build this into an international organization with chapters in 108 countries, and led to the planting of an
estimated 26 billion trees. Over a 60-year period his many
causes included a campaign to save the redwoods in California
and a visionary effort to turn the Sahara desert into a forest.
St. Barbe returned to Saskatoon to receive an honourary doctorate in 1971. Here again on a world tour in 1982, he planted a
hybrid poplar on the west edge of the Diefenbaker Centre parking lot. Weak from travel, St. Barbe rose from his wheelchair
and led children encircling the tree in his motto; “From our
hearts/ With our hands/ For the earth/All the world together.”
He died four days later and is buried in Woodlawn Cemetery.
His archives are housed at the University of Saskatchewan.
In 2014 the Meewasin Valley Authority and the Saskatoon Baha’i
Community dedicated a marker on the Meewasin Trail near the
tree. It commemorates St. Barbe’s “world embracing vision and
life of selfless service to humanity and the earth.”
A unique “afforestation program aimed at improving the future
environment of the City” was initiated in 1972 and led to the
planting of 565 acres of City-owned land as “forest in perpetuity.” In total 400,000 seedlings of common trees and shrubs were
planted in weaving rows for two miles along the south edge of
the newly relocated CNR rail yards. Officially named as a Park
in St. Barbe’s honour in 1979, it cradles the Chappell Marsh Conservation Area and acts as a partial greenbelt, providing a seminatural environment and habitat for wildlife. The original but
unrealized afforestation plan identified an additional 2300 acres
of City-owned lands for large scale tree planting out of which
future subdivision open space areas would be carved.
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t is important to recognize those who came before us,
both city staff and citizens, who planted and cared for the
urban forest that we have today. Saskatoon is indebted to
the visionaries A. H. Browne and W.W. Ashley for their foresight and dedication in establishing our urban forest.
Alfred H. Browne, a gardener from England, became the
first Parks Superintendent in Saskatoon in 1911. He was responsible for over-seeing the planting of approximately
30,000 trees in the city. In his early days there was nothing
available for planting but native poplar and willow. He soon
began importing different species from a Winnipeg nursery,
and started a city tree nursery in Saskatoon to grow spruce,
pine, and elm. People who knew Browne said that planting
trees was a joy, not a job for him. He worked for the city for
44 years.
Wyndham W. Ashley was a business man who championed
trees. He became a charter member of the Saskatoon Parks
Board in 1912 and served for 45 years. Ashley supervised the
planting of 1500 spruce trees in President Murray Park and
planted most of the stately American Elms along Saskatchewan Crescent. He personally collected seeds from these
trees, along with maple and butternut, and sent them
around the province to anyone who wanted them. He encouraged the cultivation of nut trees on the prairies, and he
persuaded the Forest Nursery Stations at Indian Head and
Sutherland to grow American Elm seedlings for free distribution.
The Saskatoon Forestry Farm began as the federal tree
nursery in Sutherland over a century ago. During its working
life it distributed over 147 million trees to prairie farmers,
transforming the treeless prairies into the landscape of shelter belts we know today. As iconic to Saskatoon residents as
our riverbank or the Bessborough Hotel, the Forestry Farm
has been the scene of many a family picnic and special event.
In 2014 Sara Williams, local well-known horticulturist and
prolific author, published an excellent reference: “The
Saskatoon Forestry Farm Park & Zoo: A Photographic History”. Among her many other publications, with Hugh Skinner, she has written “Best Trees and Shrubs for the Prairies”
and “In a Cold Land” which tells the stories of Saskatchewan's horticultural pioneers.

courtesy Saskatoon Public Library, Local History Room
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Early view of 5th Avenue North with newly planted trees, ca. 1912. (Photograph LH-940, by Ralph Dill)

Early view of University Drive with newly planted American Elms, 1912. (Photograph LH-4056)

he American Elm (Ulmus americana) is one of the grandest of our native trees. It adorns many of our parks and
its graceful canopy arches over older residential
streets. It thrives in our climate and tolerates urban stresses such as soil compaction, road salt and
poor drainage. It’s an ideal urban tree which can
live for centuries. But it can quickly die from Dutch
Elm Disease (DED).

First identified in 1921 in Holland, DED is caused by a fungus
which blocks the tree’s vascular system. It is spread by the
tiny Elm Bark Beetle when it lays eggs in fungus-infected
elms. When new adults emerge they carry fungus spores to
healthy trees. Accidentally introduced from Europe to Ohio
in 1928, DED spread rapidly across North America, causing
catastrophic die-offs of American Elms in native stands and
urban forests. DED can kill a large American Elm within one
to several years. An infected tree must be cut down and the
wood burned or buried. The salvage and transport of DEDinfected wood for firewood is a major cause of long distance
spread.
DED invaded our province from southern Manitoba via connecting stands of natural American Elm. By the early 1990s
towns in southeast Saskatchewan had infections. Fortunately, provincial and municipal governments expanded
their community DED control programs, thanks in large part
to lobbying efforts by SOS Elms. Losses to DED have been
kept to manageable levels in infected communities. Saskatoon has an estimated 100,000 elms (public and privately
owned), including 25,000 American Elms on city boulevards.
As of 2014 Saskatoon has remained DED-free – but we must
remain vigilant.
To fight DED: Prune your elms of dead or dying wood – but,
NOT from April 1 to August 31. Do NOT use, store or compost
elm wood. Transport it only to municipal disposal sites.
Watch for DED symptoms on elms starting in June. If you see
leaves on an upper branch which first wilt, then turn yellow,
and later curl and turn brown, call the City of Saskatoon at
306-975-3300, or Saskatchewan Environment 1-800-SASKELM
(1-800-727-5356).

600 Block University Drive showing new saplings in winter, ca. 1911. (Photograph PH-91-290)

